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Canister Vacuum - Johnny Vac Prima -
HEPA Bag - Carpet and Floor Brush -
Telescopic Handle - Set of Brushes 

  

Description :  

The Prima canister vacuum is known for
its convenient size and light weight. At
only 7.25 lbs (3.3 kg), the Prima is ideal
for daily and weekly cleaning of your
home, appartment or condo.  
  

Codes :  

Reference: PRIMA
EAN13: XL-309 PRIMA
UPC: 628383528807  
      

  

Description détaillée :  

Johnny Vac is proud to introduce the Prima canister vacuum. Small and
powerful, this quality product is perfect for apartments or condos. With its
features and accessories, this vacuum will meet all your cleaning needs.

Inclusions: 

6' (1.82 m) Crushproof Vacuum Hose
1 HEPA Cloth Bag
12" (30.5 cm) Floor Brush
10" (25.4 cm) Combined Brush Carpet and Floor
2-in-1 Tool
Telescopic Wand
Motor Filter
Outlet Filter
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On-Board Hose and Tools Hanger
3-Year Warranty

CONSULT TECHNICAL DATA Lightweight and sturdy,
for easy transport 

The Prima canister vacuum is known for its convenient size and light weight. At
only 7.25 lbs (3.3 kg), the Prima is ideal for daily and weekly cleaning of your

home, apartment or condo.

SEE THE USER'S GUIDE Lightweight and sturdy,
for easy transport 

The Prima canister vacuum is known for its convenient size and light weight. At
only 7.25 lbs (3.3 kg), the Prima is ideal for daily and weekly cleaning of your

home, apartment or condo.

SEE THE USER'S GUIDE Designed to make your life easier We designed this vacuum cleaner with a desire to simplify your life. Our dust bagreplacement system allows you to replace the dust bag quickly and easily. A HEPAbag is included with this unit.

More Characteristics 

Impact Resistant Polyurethane Construction
Automatic Overheating Switch
Full Bag Digital Visual Indicator
Swivel Casters/Wheels
Easy and Fast Replacement of Dust Bag
Automatic Power Cord Rewind
Swivel and Durable Handle

Designed to make your life easier We designed this vacuum cleaner with a desire to simplify your life. Our dust bagreplacement system allows you to replace the dust bag quickly and easily. A HEPAbag is included with this unit.

More Characteristics 

Impact Resistant Polyurethane Construction
Automatic Overheating Switch
Full Bag Digital Visual Indicator
Swivel Casters/Wheels
Easy and Fast Replacement of Dust Bag
Automatic Power Cord Rewind
Swivel and Durable Handle

Versatile accessories
for a complete cleaning 

Several accessories are included with the purchase of the Prima canister
vacuum: a 30.5 cm wide floor brush, a combined carpet and floor brush, a
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2-in-1 tool, a telescopic wand, a HEPA bag, a motor filter, an outlet filter and
a hose and tool holder.

Versatile accessories
for a complete cleaning 

Several accessories are included with the purchase of the Prima canister
vacuum: a 30.5 cm wide floor brush, a combined carpet and floor brush,

a 2-in-1 tool, a telescopic wand, a HEPA bag, a motor filter, an outlet
filter and a hose and tool holder.

PRIMA Our bags compatible with this Canister Vacuum PRIMA Replacement parts for
PRIMA  
  

Galerie de Photos :  
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